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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Sir/Madam

Please consider the revised version of the case report for publication in your journal. Following changes are made as recommended by reviewers:

1. Investigation on initial diagnosis has been added to the case presentation

2. Histopathology of tongue metastasis and kidney cancer has been added and explained.

3. A sentence on prevalence in first paragraph of discussion has been deleted.

4. Initial CT scan findings in case presentation has been explained in detail to clarify the question on mets in lungs from beginig.

5. References (in brackets) in front of authors name in table 2 added. References in table 1 not added as that increase the number of references too high.

6. The management and prognosis in case presentation and discussion section explained in more detail.

7. Patient ethnic origin added to case presentation and abstract

8. Abbreviation section added

9. Authors contribution section altered and figure legends removed as advised

Thanks

Faisl Azam